VBHF System Research Basing on the Technology of Fuzzy PID Control
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Abstract: High precision in sheet metal stamping parts is required to control springback in sheet metal process; however, how to accurately predict and control the springback is a scientific problem for high-performance precision manufacturing. VBHF (Variable blank holder force) technology is an effective measure to control the springback of sheet metal, and the realization of the variable blank-holder force system is a difficulty. VBHF system mostly controls the flow of servo valve to control the pressure of ejection cylinder so as to control the blank-holder force. The stability and real-time factors are influenced greatly by the precision of the valve and the control current instantaneous changes. This paper quotes PID control module based on the technology of fuzzy to control the VBHF. Its principle is based on PID controller to add a fuzzy control module. Application of virtual instrument LabVIEW software incorporates the operating system and real-time data acquisition system. Through parameter, adjustment can meet the system's rapid, stable and robust requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The traditional mold design to provide VBHF equipment generally involves spring, rubber and air pressure pad. All three of them provide the BHF (blank-holder force) curves respectively in oblique line, half parabola and straight line, as shown in Fig. (1). The first two curves increase with the increase in tensile trip. The latter, namely air pressure pad or hydraulic pressure pad, is provided for constant BHF. Best BHF trajectory for the sheet metal forming process opens downwards parabola and begins with the BHF (blank-holder force) to gradually increase, reaching a maximum point after the blank holder force decreases. It is clear that spring, rubber and air pressure pad influence BHF provided that under the control of best BHF, track requirements are not met. Obviously, spring, rubber and air cushion in the case do not control, provided that BHF cannot meet the requirement of optimum BHF trajectory [1, 2].

VBHF technology is a technology that by adjusting the air pressure and hydraulic pressure, makes the air pressure pad or hydraulic pressure pad provide BHF change with pressure stroke. It can effectively control the plastic flow by controlling the spring back of the sheet [3]. Fig. (2a) represents the workpiece with constant BHF, (2b) with VBHF, and as can be seen from the diagram, the workpiece using VBHF is of better quality than that with the use of constant BHF.
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Fig. (1). Pressure element provides the BHF trajectory curve.

Fig. (2). The workpiece using constant BHF and VBHF comparison picture.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

VBHF control is the core problem of controllable VBHF pressure boundary system. Current controllable VBHF pressure system research mostly adopts PID control. Although traditional PID controller algorithm is mature and stable but is designed based on the precise model of the system. The disturbance resistance and adaptability are poor and difficult to control the nonlinear, uncertain complex system. But fuzzy control for the electro-hydraulic servo system of this complex, uncertain system processing capability is strong having good control performance. Fuzzy control is an important branch of intelligent control algorithm, which is based on expert control experience to determine the control rules, which do not rely on accurate models, with flexible algorithm, especially suitable for the control of nonlinear, big lag, time-varying system, however fuzzy control algorithm has the defect that its control accuracy is not high [4, 5]. Therefore, this article adopted PID control based on fuzzy technology. It not only maintains control of fuzzy control algorithm but also has advantages of being fast, flexible without relying on the accurate model, and inherits the advantages of traditional PID control algorithm of high precision. The two complement each other, realize the intelligent control system and achieve good control effects.

The preparation stage before forming up the blank holder in place, positions the sheet between the blank holder due to which the female dies (AUTHOR. The highlighted text is vague and needs to be rephrased for clarity). The blank holder position feedback is to control the system by the displacement sensor to determine the zero in the deep drawing control process. Deep drawing slider control by monitoring devices deteriorates until it starts drawing. In the process of deep drawing, the pressure sensor converts analog quantity into digital quantity by the A/D converter. After processing by D/A converter, it converts to analog signals to control the various regions of blank holding cylinder given that the variable blank-holder force completes the drawing.

As shown in Fig. (3), the process is based on the technology of fuzzy PID control VBHF system schematic diagram.
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Fig. (3). Schematic diagram is based on the technology of fuzzy PID control VBHF system.

Hydraulic pressure pad for machined part of blank holder has been formed. It is equipped with the pressure sensor and the displacement sensor. In the process of blank holder formation, through sensors, it detects each value of the hydraulic cylinder pressure and displacement. The three characteristic quantities reflect the characteristics of the deep drawing process: drawing stroke h, deep drawing force P, and the blank-holder force Q respectively, convert into a voltage signal by displacement sensor and pressure sensor [6-8]. Three voltage signals by A/D converter convert analog to digital quantity of input in the computer. Computer records show that the program automatically stores these three characteristics in the computer in the form of data files, monitors real-time display P (h) and Q (h) curve in the drawing process. Control system for deep drawing stroke has feedback signal fixed by fuzzy PID control sends control signals; D/A converter converts digital quantity of the control voltage signal to analog quantity after entering the proportional amplifier. Proportional amplifier converts the control voltage signal to control current signals to control the proportional relief valve, so as to achieve control of the blank holder cylinder ejector force control of the BHF used.

3. RESULTS

The basic principle of PID control VBHF is based on fuzzy technology on the basis of general PID controller. Fuzzy control module works according to the system’s real-time state online and adjusts the three parameters of PID, as shown in Fig. (4).
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Fig. (4). Fuzzy PID process control block diagram.
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Fig. (5). System response with different control methods.
Different control methods of the system response are as shown in Fig. (5). As can be seen from the figure, the response speed of the simple fuzzy control with simple PID control increases, but due to the lack of integral control effect, steady-state precision is low. Compared with the same parameters of digital PID control, fuzzy PID control has several characteristics: rapid response speed, reduced overshoot amount, abating oscillation, and obvious advantages in comparison to digital PID control algorithm. Overall, the fuzzy PID control can improve the VBHF sheet metal spring back system control performance [9, 10].

This article adopted LabVIEW real-time data acquisition and control program system. LabVIEW control algorithm is a control strategy widely used in industrial control. It has simple principle, easy implementation, and the steady state performance is good. The traditional LabVIEW control is mainly controlled by linear process with the exact model, though in fact, most of the industrial processes with different degrees of nonlinear, time-varying parameters and fuzzy uncertainty exist. General PID controller does not have the ability of online setting parameters and the control effect is not ideal. Fuzzy control does not need precise mathematical model of controlled object, and on the basis of artificial control rules control decision table, the size of the control volume is decided by the table, with its advantage being dynamic and performance good, but is subjected to the control rules and variables quantitative level, but the steady state performance is poor [11-13]. PID control based on the technology of fuzzy using fuzzy reasoning method to realize Kp, Ki and Kd online adaptive, not only maintains the conventional PID control robust features, but has more flexibility, adaptability, accuracy etc., and is a kind of relatively advanced control algorithm [14].

LabVIEW powerful data collection module combined with fuzzy control and PID control two controllers, implements simple rapid development, including data collection, data output, data display, real-time PID parameter adaptive algorithm based on fuzzy technology and can easily obtain the best control scheme [15-17]. As shown in Fig. (6), it mainly includes the command signal input module, the feedback signal input module, A/D signal conversion module, signal graphic display module, controller module, control signal output module and file record module. The


**Fig. (6).** LabVIEW real-time data acquisition and control process flow chart.
Introduction of the fuzzy control algorithm in PID controller meets the requirements of quickness, stability and robustness of the control system, as LabVIEW hardware and software integration are powerful, easy to implement and make the system not only stand out in the algorithm and in the actual design but the site operation is also very feasible [18, 19].

4. DISCUSSION

In the process of sheet metal deep drawing, the blank holder device is generally required to generate enough friction resistance. BHF is an important process parameter in sheet metal forming, and changes the value of BHF as an important control mean in the sheet metal deep drawing. If the BHF is too small and unable to effectively control the flow of materials, the sheet metal is easy to wrinkle. If the BHF is too large, it can avoid sheet wrinkling, but the breakdown trend increases obviously. At the same time, the surface of the mold and sheet metal damage probability also increase, affecting the life of mold and sheet metal deep drawing quality. In actual production, in order to improve the productivity, the surface quality of the product is improved. As far as shaping process is concerned, the BHF parameter control is one of the most important methods to control the flow of metal to prevent wrinkling and rupturing. In fact, the adjustment process for large covering parts of the mold is mainly of BHF and involves a series of process parameters and mold parameters adjustment processes. As the equipment updates and further promotes the application of computer control, technology of variable blank-holder force can be applied not only in the automotive industry, but also in many fields such as mechanical and electrical, aviation as well as light industry, it has a wide application market [20].

In order to study the optimal variable blank holder force load curve, according to the demand characteristics of the forming force during the process of deep drawing, the different variable blank-holder force load curve is designed. Using the method of finite element simulation and experiment, analyses of all kinds of variable blank-holder force load curves impact on the quality of sheet metal
forming to determine the optimal variable blank-holder force load curve. Fig. (8) shows six different loading modes.

As shown in Fig. (8), loading modes 1,2,3 and load curves are roughly the same; both were initially given larger BHF, keeping a certain stroke and after reducing the BHF, keeping the last constant. Loading mode 4 and load curve were given larger BHF earlier, being reduced to a certain value and keeping a certain stroke after continuous increase in the BHF. Loading mode 5 was given constant BHF earlier, keeping a certain stroke after continuing to increase BHF. Loading mode 6 was initially given smaller BHF, which gradually increased to a certain value, keeping a certain stroke after continuing to increase BHF [21].

Fig. (8) shows six loading models for finite element simulation. M value along with the stroke change trend is shown in Fig. (9).
It can be seen from Fig. (9) that the results of using loading modes 1,2,3 were significantly better than the result of loading modes 4,5,6. It shows that in the deep drawing process, beginning with larger blank-held force is helpful to improve the trend of sheet metal forming quality. BHF loading modes 1, 2 and 3 are identical in form. By comparing the M values, it can be seen that their forming qualities are significantly better than the result of loading modes 4, 5, 6 and the difference in the M value is small. This reflects the superiority of loading mode. As shown in Fig. (10), the BHF loading modes 1, 2, 3 have relatively positioned curves of cracked, wrinkled limit of each margin.

Figs. (9, 10) show the little difference of three loading modes reflected in the M value, but still differences exist. Beginning with larger BHF producing smaller M value, loading mode 3 is superior to the loading mode 2, and loading mode 2 is superior to loading mode 1. Due to the large loading mode 2 BHF, later, corresponding M value is the least. (AUTHOR: The highlighted text is vague and needs to be rephrased for clarity.) Generally, the result of loading mode 1, 2, 3 can be thought as the same; when the wrinkling critical curves are larger, load curve using critical curve along the rupture trend effect is better.

CONCLUSION

This paper is based on the technology of fuzzy PID control VBHF system research, introducing fuzzy control technology into PID control, combined with LabVIEW real-time data acquisition and control program system [22]. For finite element simulation of different loading modes, the results are analyzed and compared, eventually giving conclusions as follows.

(1) Moderate stage of increasing or decreasing the VBHF can control deformation to the direction which is advantageous to the sheet metal forming, and is based on several typical VBHF in simulation. Based on experiments, it can be concluded that in the deep drawing process, beginning with larger BHF is helpful to improve the quality of sheet metal forming. When larger than the wrinkling critical curves, load curve using the critical curve along the rupture trend effect is better.

(2) Using PID control and fuzzy control in combined proportional integral derivative control can not only obtain high steady precision, but also can achieve rapid dynamic response. So introducing fuzzy technology into PID controller not only makes the control system of dynamic and static performance improved, but the VBHF control performance of the system can also be effectively improved [23].

(3) Using LabVIEW powerful data acquisition module combined with fuzzy control and PID control two toolboxes achieves rapid development including actual parameter acquisition, control variable output, display, real-time PID parameter adaptive fuzzy control algorithm.
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